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 Many students each year get 

nominated for an award called 

the Optimist Award. This award 

was made to “bring out the best 

in youth, our communities and 

ourselves,” as stated on the 

Optimist website. The founders 

of the Optimist Award wanted 

to help students develop 

themselves to their full potential. At Oakridge Middle School we 

nominate students by having each of the teachers submit a student 

that they believe should receive the award. When teachers are 

looking for someone to nominate, they look for students who are 

hard workers, who really care about what they are doing in and out 

of school, and who are passionate about the activities they 

participate in.  Once the students have been selected,  Mr. Kinstler 

calls them into his office to inform them about the award, why they 

have been nominated, and what they need to do. The students then 

write an essay about why they believe that they should receive the 

award. Once they have written their essay, Mr. Kinstler will send the 

essays to the Optimist organization who will then pick the winner for 

each grade level. To win the Optimist Award is an honor; it  

celebrates students who have the ability to eventually change the 

world for the better. Whether the nominated student wins or not, 

they should feel proud of the impact that they are making on their 

teachers, fellow students, and community!  

2018-2019 Optimist Award Winners:   
6th – Isabella Lala 
7th – Landon Allen 

8th – Nicholas Gaudio 

OPTIMIST AWARDS  

BY GRACE THOMFORDE 



OMS SCIENCE FAIR 2019 
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WE DINE TOGETHER 

BY: KAREN FERNANDEZ-RUA AND ELIZABETH MEHLER  

We Dine Together, is a great addition to the amazing clubs at Oakridge Middle. We Dine Together is 
an organization in schools from all over the world helping involved students to place eating alone in 
the history books. As a club, and a family, groups of students eat lunch on Fridays, welcoming new 
students, making sure everyone is included, and proposing their own ideas to illuminate the essence 
of kindness. Ms. Clark, is the leader of the club, influencing and teaching students to welcome and 
comfort students while having a treat.  
 
Many of the ideas suggested by the OMS students are to be enforced soon. Positive reinforcement 
helps students make long lasting relationships. We have a lot of fun helping our fellow Bulldogs and 
coming up with ways to spread kindness. The idea for this club was created by former high school 
student, Denis Estimon, who believed that no one should eat alone. His idea led to a national 

foundation called We Dine Together. A few of the ideas coming soon to our wonderful school are kindness slips, handed out by the We Dine 
Together Club. We will be handing out slips to extraordinary students who are exemplifying kindness. To conclude, We Dine Together is an 
amazing club to bring students together through the actions we do. 

OMS students produced some fascinating projects for this year’s Science Fair.   

Emily Plisko and David Garfield were the 2019 District/Regional finalists.  
Congratulations to all of our student scientists!  We are so proud of you!! 

Have you ever wondered what it would be like to be a County Commissioner and 
solve Collier County’s most pressing problems? A select group of 7th grade Civics 
students got to experience just that first hand, sitting as county commissioners, 
hearing concerns of citizens.   

Our experience at the Mock Commission Meeting was great.   The morning started 
off by everyone loading on the bus in their business attire from ties and button-ups 
to blazers and heels; everyone looked very professional.  Once we arrived, we were 
greeted by Mrs. Stroh, the District Social Studies Coordinator, who explained the 
day's events.  We would be participating as concerned citizens in the audience as 
well as acting as county commissioners ourselves.   

Our first event was to watch Gulfview Middle present the issue on whether to add 
more parking spots to county beach areas. We were able to act as petitioners in 
which we went to the podium to express our opinions on whether we were in 
support of this issue. Two actual county commissioners assisted those who were sitting on the Dias as to the functioning and organization 
of a real commissioners meeting.  

Our turn as county commissioners was exciting.   We all got into our positions as county commissioners or concerned citizens.  Our topic 
was one that we felt strongly about, which was adding a school zone in front of OMS and LOE to slow down traffic during school arrival 
and dismissal times.  I sat as the Chair for the commission meeting and got to hit the gavel to officially start the meeting, end the 
meeting, or to help control the audience whenever the audience got too loud.  Our student petitioners presented their views on the issue 
of whether a school zone should be put in front of Oakridge and Laurel Oak from the viewpoints of taxpayers, students, and concerned 
parents.  During our Mock Commission Meeting the petitioners convinced my fellow commissioners to vote in favor of the school zone.  
The motion passed with a vote of 3-2.  

It was an experience that I know we will not forget.  Experiencing how county government works first hand showed us how we can get 
involved in our local government and help our community in being the best place to live in Florida.  If you ever get a chance to attend a 
commission meeting, I highly recommend it. 

6th grade 

Sophia Whitney 
Helena Brewer 
Jayden Tremitere 
Daniel Bimonte 
Ava Williams 
Isabella LaLa 
Brady Conder 

7th grade 
David Garfield 
Laxya Patel 
Kylie Bell 
 
8th grade 
Emily Plisko 

PARTICIPANTS 

MOCK COMMISSIONER MEETING 

JAMILLE JORDAN 



CELEBRATING THE AMAZING TEACHERS AT OMS!! 

BY: KATIE COLLEDGE, CATE DEROSA, AND KAREN FERNANDEZ-RUA 

House Advisors: 

 

Our house advisors are Mrs. Hill, Mrs. 

Roan, and Mrs. Reid-Scotland. We took 

some time to ask them some questions 

about what the importance is of their job. 

Mrs. Hill said,” Mrs. Lonergan was asking 

for volunteers. I supported the new house 

model and wanted to be involved.”  When 

asked what is the importance of being the 

house advisor, Mrs. Roan said,” The 

importance is to make sure all student representatives are aware of what’s happening at OMS and relay those 

ideas to other students. We basically have to make sure that students are being involved.” There will be 

additional training at the end of April to make the house system effective and innovating. 

 

Teacher of Distinction 

 

Every school nominates a Teacher of Distinction. The staff and teachers at 

OMS nominate one teacher to be put into the competition. Whoever is 

nominated goes into the competition with the rest of the teachers chosen 

in Collier County. This year, the Teacher of Distinction for Oakridge Middle 

School was Mrs. Rodriguez. After all that happened as Collier County 

Teacher of Distinction, Mrs. Rodriguez says,” Being nominated means 

everything to be picked and it is an honor to be nominated by my fellow 

teachers.”  

 

Teacher of the Year 

 

The Teacher of the Year was Mr. Mearsheimer. He has been at OMS for 24 years and has 

two children. So Teacher of the Year is an application process, and he was nominated as a 

county representative. Mr. Measheimer was asked how he felt when he found out that he 

was TOY, and he said, "I was excited. It was a huge honor to win, and I was very pleased.” 

TOY is run by the state of Florida, and it goes by each county. He says it would be a huge 

honor to get even further in the TOY process. 

 

Meaningful Mentors and NJHS 

 

One of the spectacular teachers at OMS is Mrs. Levine. Mrs. Levine hosts two 

spectacular clubs, NJHS (National Junior Honor Society), and Meaningful Mentors. 

NJHS is a club which is no ordinary club. You have to be invited based on rigorous 

qualifications, and then there is an application process.  

The requirements consist: 

1. Have a 3.75 GPA accumulative or have a 3.75 GPA in both 6th and 7th grade. (All year.) 

2. Be in 8th grade. 

3. Be able to commit to service hours in school. 

NJHS is a service organization and members dedicate their time to serving their 

community in very important ways. 

Meaningful Mentors, formerly known as Teen Trendsetters is one of the opportunities 

that NJHS members have to serve. Coordinated by Mrs. Levine, it is a club in which you 

have to be invited based on specific requirements. Some of the requirements include: 

1. Chosen from NJHS. 

2. Be available EVERY WEDNESDAY, from 8:30 to 9:15 in the morning. 

3. Be in 8th grade. 

The selected students will travel to Laurel Oaks Elementary to read with 2nd grade students for practice. 

Meaningful Mentors will be a learning experience for all!  

Overall, thank you to all the wonderful teachers at OMS! 
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Under the guidance of our 7th grade Cambridge Civics teacher, Mrs. Polanco, the 7th grade 
Cambridge students devoted an enormous amount of time, effort, and genuine care as 
they worked on numerous service projects.  According to Mrs. Polanco it was, “By far the 
most we have done through our Civics program ever.”  The six projects were: 

  Letters of encouragement to Navy Boot camp  

 #OMSThanksVets on Twitter 

 Kindness Rocks 

 Trees4Needs Fundraiser 

 Bike for a Bulldog Fundraiser 

 And students will end the year with making Dog Toys for 
the Humane Society 

We are proud to be a place where the sense of civic duty is 
nurtured, encouraged, and practiced every day! 
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MEME FORECAST 

BY COLLIN MEYER AND DAVID GARFIELD 

 

Welcome to meme forecast: the revolutionary internet 

meme evaluation article. At this time one of the biggest 

memes consists of W a V E   C H E C K and Miles Morales 

shoulder memes. The Wave Check meme started as an 

internet challenge where the subject of the video reveals 

their fresh wave haircut from under their hat. This has 

evolved from actual ocean waves pasted onto where the 

hair would be, which became placing waves and air pods on famous people such as 

Squidward and Queen Elizabeth. *claps* NEXT *claps* MEME. In the Miles Morales 

meme Miles places his hand on Gwen Stacy’s (another character from new 

“Spiderman” movie) shoulder. Then he makes a pretty odd face, and then a noise is 

placed when he makes the face such as a Minecraft villager sound or the Windows 

computer startup sound.  

As far as lifespans, I will give the Miles Morales shoulder meme anywhere from a 

week to a week and a half of use. I give Wave Check meme about a week until it 

dies because of overuse. That’s all for this foreca- WAIT I have just received 

breaking news!  Minecraft, the beloved game, is starting to come back! Honestly 

this is extremely amazing to hear.  For more exciting news on memes before the 

next issue, please contact me, Collin Meyer.  

7TH CAMBRIDGE CIVICS SERVICE LEARNING PROJECTS 



 

 
Music Performance Assessment (“MPA”) is an assessment done 

by many states in the U.S. Typically, MPA is attended by middle 

and high school musical arts students where they execute 

pieces of music that are ranked at different levels. Stated in The 

Future of Music Education: Music Performance Assessment, 

“The performance opportunity afforded by participation at 

MPA allows for specific goals, both technical and musical, for 

both students and teachers. The MPA evaluation provides a 

benchmark of accountability for the success of the performance 

program in each school.” Each school will endeavor to grasp 

three pieces of music according to the highest bands’ standards 

and the teachers’. They will have several months to learn and 

to master the refrain. Oakridge Middle School this year will 

have two bands going to MPA at Golden Gate High School. The 

Wind Ensemble (Top Band) and the Symphonic Band (2nd Band). 

 

Each troupe will have one Pre-Music Performance Assessment to get feedback on what else they need to work on for the 

week and a half before MPA. Three judges will observe the bands while talking into a recorder that is later given to the 

band teachers. When the MPA occurs, the bands will perform their music and go through a process called “sight-

reading”. The group will be given three minutes to look over a new “march-style” song and five minutes for an overture. 

The bands will then perform again and get their score for sight-reading. 

 

The Grading system for MPA is clear. Poor: “This rating indicates a performance that reveals much room for 

improvement. The director of such a group should evaluate his/her methods of teaching and compare them to those of 

directors who achieve higher ratings with their bands.” Fair: “This rating is comparable to a grade of “D”, and describes a 

performance that shows obvious weaknesses. These MAY reflect instrumentation problems or lack of rehearsal time, but 

generally represents a performance that is weak or uncertain – containing numerous errors, and revealing basic flaws in 

most of the fundamental factors.” Good: The rating would be comparable to a grade of “C”. This rating is awarded for a 

good performance, but one that is not outstanding. It shows accomplishment and marked promise and potential, but is 

lacking in one or more essential qualities.” Excellent: “The rating is comparable to a grade of “B”. This rating reflects an 

unusually high level of performance in many respects, but one not worthy of the highest rating due to minor defects. Yet 

it is a performance of distinctive quality. The ensemble receiving this rating usually shows the results of sound 

fundamental training, but the performance lacks the polish and finesse to qualify for a Superior rating.” And Superior: 

“The rating is comparable to the grade of “A”. This rating reflects the finest conceivable performance for the event and 

class of participants being evaluated – worthy of the distinction of being recognized as among the very best.” 

 

With this understanding of what the MPA is all about, we gain a greater appreciation of the training, effort, and 

excellence of our OMS musicians and their teachers! 

 

OMS Intermediate and Advanced Orchestra received Superior! 

OMS Intermediate and Advanced  Chorus received Excellent! 

BAND MPA 

BY: MEL MILES 



DEBATE—DETERMINING THE ISSUES 

BY KAREN FERNANDEZ-RUA 
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It’s your time to shine on the podium. 

Debate is one of the amazing clubs at 

Oakridge Middle School that teaches 

students to examine issues, analyze 

arguments, and write essays to go for or 

against un-resolved topics. Students will 

undergo practice every week and meet 

with other fellow Bulldogs. Along with 

other clubs, debates hold meets 

throughout the year in different locations 

in Naples with a learning experience for 

all. When you are in a Debate match and you are on either the pro or con side of the issue, there is a 50% chance you will 

debate. One of the judges will flip a coin and one of the teams will name a side. If they win the toss, they can choose pro 

or con. If they lose the toss, the other side will choose their stance with the losing side choosing first or second speaker. 

Some of the most recent topics were Resolved: Should federal tax dollars be used to stop algae blooms? Or for the pet 

lover, Resolved: Should exotic animals be allowed in the U.S.? It is all about taking a stand and building a strong argument  

and strategic presentation of support, evidence, and rhetorical refutation. Under the strong direction of Mrs. Kathy 

Selden, Oakridge is on its way soon to be entering the county finals. It is up to the OMS debate team to take their stand 

and show the judges what they know. 

 

The Final Debate Championship is on May 10th at the Collier County Schools Administrative Center.  The issues that will be 
debated are: 
 
Semi-Final 
Resolved:  The United Postal Service should be eliminated. 
 
Final (Televised ) 
Resolved:  News Media that report false information should have legal consequence. 

 

Team Members: 

 
Sunhee Frecker                                           

Tanisha Gupta 

Daniel Carneiro                                           

Marianne Murphy                                     

Mia Taylor                                        

Ananya Gurajoipu                                      

Quinn Fairbrother                                     

Joshua Richard                                            

Camila Fernandez 

Karen Fernandez 

Caitlin Hancock 

Bharath Ram 

Dylan Weinrich 

Carinn Bethea 

David Dorn  



Art is taught by Ms.Linfield in room 2-106 from Monday to Friday (school days). Before she was an art teacher, she 

was a science teacher. Later on, she was ready for a change and decided to start teaching art, simply because she 

believed it would be fun. This is a great, but simple answer because it expresses her honesty and dedication 

towards the complex subject of art. She has now been happily teaching art to her pupils for 13 years; she is most 

happy to see her students learn and to learn from each other. Turns out, her students are not the only ones 

learning and being inspired, so is Ms.Linfield! She is learning from them, too.  Ms.Linfield is inspired by her 

scholars, “…all the time,” and that’s usually where some of her ideas arise from. She is “inspired by the inspired” 

per se.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Moreover, art class is not solely based on creativity; there are some technical strategies that 

she uses for almost every project. Furthermore, they have to demonstrate that they clearly 

understand the artistic concepts and principles. Essentially, students must balance creativity 

with technique on a project. Ms. Linfield’s students have the proper freedom to be creative 

and the skills to create and be successful for her many projects.   In conclusion, Ms.Linfield 

enters many of her students’ art in competitions and shows, and some even win awards for 

them. This year she is very proud of Sophia Pasquarello who won the Art in the Capitol 

Award. Even though not every project or piece of art is entered in a show, Ms.Linfield 

cherishes all of her scholars’ art and dedication.  

 

ART AT OAKRIDGE 

BY OLIVIA WATERS 



The OMS Boys Volleyball team once again brought home the gold for the season.  They won the District 

Championship for the third year in a row.  Wow!!! 

OMS BOYS VOLLEYBALLS – CHAMPIONS THREE YEARS IN A ROW 

The National Geographic Bee is a national competition that allows 

highly motivated students to demonstrate their knowledge of 

geography.  This year we had a 6th grade student, Soham Dihenia, 

qualified for the Florida State Bee. To qualify for the State Bee, 

you have to win the School Bee and Soham was the OMS winner 

for 2019.  Once you win the school Bee, you must take a test. Only 

100 students are selected in the entire state. At the State Bee, you 

take a test and the top scores go to the Top 10, which is usually a 

perfect score. Fortunately, Soham Dihenia was the first student 

from Oakridge Middle School to qualify for state, and he finished 

nearly in the top 10!!  Soham has two more years to take it to the 

state again!  Great job Soham and Ms. Forrest the OMS GeoBee 

Coach! 

NATIONAL GOEGRAPHIC BEE WINNER AT OMS 

BY SIA DIHENIA 



Noetics is a Nationwide Math Competition for grades 3 - 

6.  At OMS, we use our Noetics team  as a warmup for 

Math Counts.   The following OMS students received 

Honorable Mention Awards: 

 

Caleb Carpenter       

Thomas Golian  

Devan Hancock          

Isabella Lala              

Jackson Rose             

Nathan Rubin 

 

Thomas Golian National Honor Roll 

Thanks to our Noetics Coach Ms. O’Rourke who, by the 

way, LOVES MATH! 

OMS LOVES MATH! 

Girls placed 3rd and boys place 4th out of 12 county schools.  

Note: 1st - 8th place score team points. 

HIGHLIGHTS 

 Tarah Naghib:  400 m - 2nd place, 200 m - 7th place 

 Sadie Scardino:  1600 m - 3rd place- PR of 6:06, 3200 m - 3rd place - PR of 
13:09 

 Eva Horsman:  Shot Put - 2nd place, Discus - 2nd place  

 STATE QUALIFIER!   Eva will be competing in the discus at the 
state meet on May 11th at IMG Academy in Sarasota! 

 4x400 m Relay - 3rd place - Anja Pierre, Renata Ribera-Mendez, Laure Georges 
and Tarrah Naghib 

 Nick Gaudio:  400 m - 2nd place - PR of 57:49, 200 m - 7th place - PR of 26.26 

 Quinn Brooks:  800 m - 2nd place - PR of 2:24.14,  3200 m - 2nd place 
- PR of 11:19  

 A STATE Qualifier!!  Quinn will be competing in the 3000 m 
race at the state meet on May 11th at IMG Academy in Sara-
sota! 

 Will Montanye:  800 m 3rd place - PR of 2:25.79, 1600 m 6th place 

TRACK & FIELD CHAMPIONSHIP 4/27 



Please join OMS as we congratulate our Odyssey of the 

Mind Vehicle team for taking 4th place overall in the 

Florida State competition. According to Mrs. Hill, the 

coordinator for the team, “These kiddos went from not 

knowing the difference between a Philips head and flat 

head screw driver to designing and building a self-propelled 

vehicle and all the props and costumes necessary to be successful in their tasks. They gave up Saturdays, 

after school, and lunch time for six months to meet their goals. I am so very proud of them! They stepped 

up and showed tremendous Bulldog tenacity! Our season may be over, but the lessons will stick with them 

forever!” 

ODYSSEY OF THE MIND 

2019 CCPS APP CHALLENGE! 

Congratulations to the innovative students in Ms. Doucette’s 8th grade App Creators class.  We have 

some winners in the CCPS App Challenge 2019!  The students listed below have been selected as 

winners in one of the app challenge categories.  The categories in which each student has won will be 

announced at the 8th Grade Award Ceremony on May 8, 2019. 

 

The categories are: 

 

Best Video Pitch 

Most Innovative Idea 

Most User Friendly 

Most Impactful 

Most Comprehensive 

Best Overall 

 

Winners are: 

 

Jacob Reyes   Anna McClure  Ella Sullinger 

Nicholas Santana  Carly Giddings  Sofia LiCausi 

Alaina Rua   Gianna Scopano Craig Howell 

Matthew Benavides  Anna Ward  Eva Gonzalez 



 Mr. Mearsheimer, Macy’s Teacher of the Year 

 Mrs. Rodriguez, Collier County Teacher of Distinction 

 Mrs. St. John, Stand Up for Justice Grant Winner 

 Mrs. Levine, Grant Winner:  “Put the Lit in Literature” for literature circle novels from Suncoast Credit 
Union; “ReadyLAFS or not, here FSA comes!” for 36 copies (6 per teacher) of ReadyLAFS from WINGS- 
Women in Naples Giving Support ; OMS/LOE Meaningful Mentors Program Advisor;  National Junior 
Honor Society Advisor 

 Barbara Clark, Grant Winner from the Education Foundation for my We Dine Together Club 

 Mrs. Maria Hill is the grant winner of $2500 AT&T STEM@WORK grant for the drone and simulators and 
she also won a Classroom Grant from Champions For Learning for $2000 for ReMarkables, electronic 
paper 

 Girls Soccer—Mr. Sickels, Ms. Hernandez, Coaches 

 Boys Soccer—Ms. Trotter, Mrs. Ferreira, Sergio Ferreira, Coaches 

 Girls Volleyball– Ms. Gulliver and Mrs. Levine, Coaches 

 Boys Volleyball, Won District Championship, Ms. Trotter and Mrs. Crowley, Coaches 

 Girls Basketball, Won District Championship, Ms. Gulliver and Mrs. Brock, Coaches 

 Boys Basketball, District Runner-up, Mr. Price and Mr. Thompson, Coaches 

 Science Fair – Mrs. Yunker, Advisor, David Garfield, Emily Plisko District/Regional Finalists 

 Track:  2 athletes qualified and will be competing at the State MS Track & Field Championships at IMG 
Academy on May 11, Quinn Brooks in the 3200 Meter Race and Eva Horsman in the Discus,.  Mr. Lyons, 
Ms. Hernandez, Mr. Price and Mrs. Bremseth, Coaches 

 Cross Country:  The Boys Cross Country team (Quinn Brooks, Jackson McAdams, Joe Lewis, Matthew 
Benevides, Arnav Sheth, Will Kramer, Kyle Smith and Joe Pope) qualified as a team and competed in the 
State MS Championship in Lakeland, Florida in October 2018.  Sadie Scardino also qualified and compet-
ed at the State Competition.   Mr. Price and Mrs. Bremseth, Coaches 

 Beginning Orchestra, Mrs. Pflieger 

 Intermediate Orchestra, Mrs. Pflieger 

 Advanced Orchestra,  Mrs. Pflieger 

 Chorus, Mrs. Pflieger  

 Band:  See article on page 5, Mr. Rosbottom 

 OMS Jazz Band, Mr. Rosbottom 

 GeoBee, Soham Dihenia, 6th grade, State GeoBee, Jacksonville.  1 of only 100 students in the whole 
state selected to compete! Narrowly missed top ten!, Ms. Forrest 

 Spelling Bee, Bharath Ram Winner going to the State,  2nd Time Collier County Winner 

 Math Counts, 18th out of 70 Teams State Championship, Orlando;  1st  place team in the District and 2nd 
at Regionals. Our Mathletes came in 1st, 2nd and 5th individually at the Regionals. 

 Scholar Bowl, Division and County Champions!, Ms. Street 

 Academic World Quest, 2nd Place out of 40 District-wide Competition 

 Solar Cars 

 Robotics 

 Debate Team is in the final 4 championship on May 10th 2019 

 Noetics:  No awards, but they had FUN! 

 Art:  See article on page 7, Ms. Linfield 

 Odyssey of the Mind, Mrs. Hill, 2 Odyssey teams, both won the regionals, and one team came in 4th in 
the state   

 Optimist Awards:  6th – Isabella Lala, 7th – Landon Allen, 8th – Nicholas Gaudio 

WHY ARE WE PROUD TO BE BULLDOGS! 2018—2019 
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EXTENDED  

METAPHOR POEM 

BY PHONG TRAN 

 

Left in the dark 

Can’t see the light  

Anything else has no mark 

A tiny spark with little might 

Can only see the surface 

Such more to discover  

Research a miss 

The spark grows bigger 

Visibility larger and larger 

The ocean is bigger than say 

Only little found much to master 

New discoveries every day  

MIDNIGHT 

BY GIGI BALLESTRINI-TORRES 

 

Midnight 

Fight or flight 

Filled with fear 

Afraid something, or someone 

might appear 

Feel like someone is behind you 

Hiding when you look back 

You’ll get home and feel blue 

Knowing his identity is something 

you lack 

Maybe this figure is not a creep 

Maybe his reason is hidden deep 

Midnight 

Fight or flight 



NEWSLETTER STAFF  

Sofia Arnold 

Katie Colledge 

Cate DeRosa 

Karen Fernandez-Rua 

David Garfield 

Scott Jarman 

Juan Martinez 

Elizabeth Mehler 

Mel Miles 

Isabelle Orta 

Lindsay Solakian 

Grace Thomforde 

Olivia Waters 

Guest Special Feature 

Article by  

Jamille Jordan 

 

 

 

 

  

EXTENDED  

METAPHOR POEM 

BY: KAREN FERNANDEZ-RUA 

 

Fear in their eyes 

There was fear in their eyes 

Afraid of the timeless sky 

Pools with the gloomy water 

No risks were taken, no wing to be spread 

The people were in the shell of their lives 

Hidden away 

The color draining from their eyes 

But with click of a camera, and a flip of page 

Your life can change 

Although it may feel strange, life is in your grasp 

Wings are to be spread 

With risks to be taken 

Life is a gift 

Now crawling out... 

There was love in their eyes 


